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We give a complete combinatorial description of all possible positions of a 
geometric subspace (a flat) relative to a given geometric figure. The description 
develops in three stages of increasing generality. A first description uses modular 
filters; a second uses geometric quotients; the final and most complete description 
requires quotient bundles. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Our objective in this paper is to bring some theoretical precision to the 
geometric language in which relative position is usually discussed. We wish 
to assign a definite meaning to an assertion like “the line m passes through 
the point b, but is otherwise in general position on the plane abc.” We wish 
also to know the range of possible answers to a question such as: “How is 
the plane p situated with respect to the points in a set A and the flats span- 
ned by those points?’ (The word flat is a general term for geometric sub- 
spaces: points, lines, planes, and so on.) 
We establish a context for our inquiry which will make the resulting 
theory of relative position applicable not only to the classical geometries 
(affine, projective, Mobius, e.g.) but also to geometric structures obtained 
by restricting attention to any subset of the set of points of a classical 
geometry. For a familiar example of such a restriction, recall the model of 
hyperbolic geometry as a disc in the affine plane. At this level of generality, 
geometries still possess the following property (*) which we use as the 
definition of a combinatorial geometry [6]. The flats of a combinatorial 
geometry are certain sets of points, forming a lattice under inclusion, such 
that 
(*) for any flat x, the set of points not in x is partitioned by 
inclusion of those points in the flats which cover x. 
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FIGURE I 
Figure 1 indicates two geometries, with selected flats n, p and their 
associated partitions. 
Try to imagine, given a geometry G, all the different ways in which a new 
geometry F of rank k, spanned by some particular set of k or more points, 
can be added to G. For the moment, we will not concentrate on the inter- 
nal structure of the geometry F, but only on its entirety (a flat m, say) and 
the placement of this flat m relative to the geometry G. In so doing, we will 
speak informally of “adding the flat m to the geometry G.” For each such 
extension of G by a flat m, we try to describe in adequate detail the position 
of m relative to the flats of the original geometry G. 
For instance, in Fig. 2, the line m (a flat of rank 2) is added in the plane 
of G, passes through the point b. The fact that the added flat m contains a 
point t collinear with the line ad is part of the description of the relative 
placement, not of the flat m, but of one its points. 
Let us denote by R that extension of G which contains the flat m in the 
m 
FIGURE 2 
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FIGURE 3 
desired position relative to G, and which contains no points other than 
those in G and those in G and those in the flat m. We shall show there is 
always available enough detailed information about the “relative position 
of m” to determine the extension R uniquely up to an isomorphism which 
fixes G. 
Displayed in Fig. 3 are only a few of the ways in which a two-point line 
m may be added to a six-point triangular prism G. For each of the cases 
shown, the position of the line m relative to the flats of G may be 
described, completely, as follows. (Where we say nothing about the 
position of individual points p, q of m, they are in general position on m, 
in R.) 
(A) m is in general position in the space of rank 4 spanned by G. 
PI m is in general position, rank 4, but meets the plane abef in the 
point q. 
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(C) m is coplanar with the line ac, also coplanar with the line bd. 
(D) m is in the plane ace, and is coplanar with the line bd. 
(E) m is in the planes ace and bdf. 
(F) m contains the point c = p, and otherwise in general position in 
rank 4. 
(G) m contains the point c = p, lies in the plane bcf, and is otherwise 
in general position. 
(H) m contains the point c = p, lies in the plane bcf, is otherwise in 
general position, but meets the line bf in a point q. 
We intend to make each of the foregoing descriptions of relative position 
intrinsic to the geometry G, by showing that the relative position in 
question is uniquely determined once we specify a certain substructure of 
G, or a certain system of substructures of G. There are three levels of detail 
appropriate to such descriptions of relative position. 
Level 1. 
We may say, as in examples (A) and (E) of Fig. 3, that the added flat m 
lies in certain flats of G. The collection of those flats of G which, as flats of 
the extension R, contain the embedded image of the flat m, form a modular 
filter in G. Modular filters and their representation by extensions are the 
subject of Section 3. 
Level 2. 
We may also specify the position of the added flat m relative to various 
flats x of G which need not contain m. The description “m is coplanar with 
the line ac” in example (C) is such a condition. To make such descriptions 
intrinsic to the geometry G, we measure the rank difference 
n(x v z) - A(z) 
for each flat x of G, z being the flat of R spanned by the added flat m. For 
a description which is more clearly to the original geometry G, we show 
how the added flat m determines a quotient of G (a geometry (or matroid) 
on the same set of points as G, whose lattice of flats is isomorphic to the 
upper lattice interval [z) in R.) Quotients, and their representation by 
extensions, are the subject of Section 4. This level of description is sufficient 
for examples (A), (C), (D), and (E), and is necessary for examples (C) 
and (D). 
Level 3 
I f  we wish to take into account the structure of the flat m as a geometry 
F, say, on a set X of points (e.g., as a line with two points), and if we also 
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wish to specify the location of certain subflats of m, relative to G, as we do 
in examples (B), (F), (G), and (H), we may associate with each flat a of F 
a quotient Q(a) of G. We then have a quotient bundle {Q(a)> on G, 
indexed by the flats of F. In Section 5, we characterize those indexed 
families of quotients which are quotient bundles of extensions, and show 
how to construct an extension from a bundle. Our characterization and 
representation of quotient bundles is the main theorem of this paper; it 
provides a complete description of extensions (up to an isomorphism which 
fixes the geometry G). 
Our determination of extensions by quotient bundles is a technique with 
analogues in other branches of mathematics. For instance, the one-point 
compactification of a topological space X is determined intrinsically by the 
filter of complements of compact subsets of X. What we are doing in this 
paper is answering a question which is analoguous to the following 
(unanswered) question in toplogy: Is the topology on a topological space 
Xu Y determined once we know the induced topologies on X and Y, and a 
compatible collection {Q,} of filters of sets open in X, where 
Q, = {A open in X; y E ClosureXu y(A)}. 
This paper should be viewed in the context of a project to realize within 
a theory of combinatorial geometry those concepts and theorems of 
classical algebraic geometry which do not actually depend upon coor- 
dinatization over a field. By adopting a combinatorial approach and by 
concentrating upon intrinsic descriptions of extensions, we have been able 
to avoid restricting the applicability of our theory in two important 
respects. First, we avoid biased assumptions that our extensions exist in 
any particular universal or ambient space. Second, we find it unnecessary 
to keep track of coordinate representations of our geometries and their 
extensions. Yet many of the features of projective and algebraic geometry 
are retained: linear transformations appear as strong maps; specializations 
of algebraic varieties become (weak) maps. 
It is interesting to speculate how this theory of extensions should be 
modified so as to admit an assumption that all geometries are taken from a 
fixed ambient space (e.g., from a projective geometry of sufficiently large 
dimension over some field). It will no longer be true that all modular filters 
and quotients are representable by extensions in that ambient space. But 
we consider such matters to be beyond the scope of the present work. 
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2. COMBINATORIAL GEOMETRIES 
A combinatorial geometry G(S) is a set S together with a collection of 
subsets of S, generically called flats, satisfying four axioms, as follows. We 
assume that 
(i) the set of flats is closed under arbitrary intersection. We denote 
this complete lattice of flats Lat(G). We assume 
(ii) the lattice Lat(G) has no infinite chains 
and possesses the following property which makes it a geometric lattice and 
makes G(S) a matroid: 
(iii) for any flat x in G, the elements of the complementary subset 
S\x are partitioned by inclusion in the flats covering x in the lattice 
Lat(G). 
It follows that the lattice Lat(G) is atomistic, semimodular, and that each 
flat x in G has a well-defined (and finite) rank n(x), given by the length of 
any maximal chain from 0 to x. The rank function A: satisfies the 
semimodular inequality 
2(x A y) + %(x v y) 6 A(x) + A(y). 
(These are the properties which provide the usual definition of geometric 
lattice.) The entire set S, as a flat of G, we denote by 1, or by l,, when 
there is more than one geometry in question. By abuse of notation, we shall 
also write J(G) as an abbreviation for %(l,). 
We use the conventional names for flats of various ranks, viz. 
rank flats 
0 (zero) 0 = B 
1 point 
2 lines 
n(lj-3 
i(l)-2 
i(l)-1 
41) 
coplanes 
colines 
copoints 
(unit) 1 
We find it convenient to call the flats of G G-flats, and to call any flat of 
rank i an i-flat. Finally we say the matroid G(S) is a geometry if and only if 
(iv) the empty set 0 and all one-element subsets (p} c S are flats. 
With any subset A of S of elements in a geometry G(S) we may associate 
its closure 2, the smallest flat of G which contains the subset A. We say 
that the subset A spans the flat A. The closed subsets, or flats, are the 
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elements (!) of the geometric lattice Lat(G), so it is convenient to use 
lower-case bold letters for flats, when regarded as lattice elernents. When it 
is essential to make this distinction clear, we may write x = Flat(A) and 
A = Points(x), when x E Lat(G) is the flat whose underlying point set is the 
set A E S. We denote by A(A) or by 3,,(A) the rank in G of t.he flat A, thus 
extending the notation A( ) to subsets which are not necessarily closed. In a 
matroid there may be certain elements (those in 0) which are in all flats. 
Elements not in Q$ are partitioned by inclusion in the points of G, so any 
flat is well defined not only as a subset of S but also as a set of points of G 
(atoms of Lat(G)). In this way, a matroid gives rise to a geometry well 
defined on its set of points. Finally, any geometric lattice L determines a 
unique geometry G(S) because its underlying set S must correspond 
naturally to the set of atoms of the lattice G. 
EXAMPLE 1. An affine geometry R”, the flats of which are solution sets 
for systems of linear inhomogeneous equations in n variables. This 
geometry has rank n + 1. 
EXAMPLE 2. A projective geometry P”-l, the flats of which are the 
subpaces of an n-dimensional vector space V. (This is a matroid of rank n 
on the set I’, in which @ = (0) and the non-zero vectors are in the same 
geometric point if and only if they span the same one-dimensional 
subspace.) 
EXAMPLE 3. The points, point-pairs, circles, and higher-dimensional 
spheres (dimensions 2, 3,..., n - 1) in R”, together with the aftine flats of R”. 
In this (affine) Miibius geometry, the circles and straight lines have rank 3, 
while the entire space 1 has rank n + 2. 
EXAMPLE 4. The lattice of real (affne or projective) plane tonics and 
their intersections. This is a geometry of rank 6. 
These geometries are all formed by selecting a finite-dimensional sub- 
space V of the space of polynomials in n variables over a field, and by 
defining as flats all those algebraic sets which are the common zeros of sets 
of polynomials in the subspace V. Such examples receive further attention 
in [3]. 
More generally, any subset A E S of points of a geometry G(S) has an 
induced geometric structure, obtained by intersecting with A all the flats of 
G. We call such a geometry H(A) a subgeometry of G, and note that its lat- 
tice of flats is mapped naturally into G by the closure B + BG, where BG 
denotes closure in the geometry G. If H is a subgeometry of G, we say also 
that G is an extension of H. 
Given a geometry G(S), for any subset A of S of rank k, the (k + i)-flats 
of G which are above A are the i-flats of a matroid G/A on the set S, the 
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contraction of G by A. (All elements in 2 become loops in G/A.) The 
associated geometry may be visualized either directly as the configuration 
of flats containing 2, or as projected upon a flat of rank /2(1)-k disjoint 
from G and in general position with respect to G, from the flat A as centre 
of projection. For instance, contraction by the line n in Fig. 1 (top) yields a 
three-point line; the points of the contraction are the planes through n. A 
general projection of the geometry G onto a plane, from the line m as cen- 
tre of projection, will produce a matroid on {a, b, c, d} with three points, 
the parts of the partition (a)(bc)(d). 
In each matroid, we may include an element 0, which will lie in the 
closure of the empty set. A strong map g of a matroid F(X) to a matroid 
G(Y) is a set-theoretic function K Xu (0) + Y u (0) such that 0 -+ 0 and 
such that the o-inverse image of any G-flat is an F-flat. A strong map 
0: F(X) -+ G(Y) induces a mapping gL of the associated geometric lattices 
@=: Lat(F) -+ Lat(G), 
where, for any F-flat x, (TV is the smallest G-flat containing the point-set 
a(x). As mapping of lattices, strong maps are characterized by the fact that 
they preserve 
(1) suprema: gL(x v y) = ~Jx) v gL(y) and 
(2) coverings: if y covers or is equal to x in Lat(F), then aL(y) covers 
or is equal to oL(x) in Lat(G). 
Extension H + G of a subgeometry H(A) to a geometry G(X), and for- 
mation of contractions G + G/A, when A is a subset of X, are examples of 
strong maps. By a theorem of Edmonds and Rota, quoted and proved in a 
paper by Higgs [7], every strong map factors (with respect to composition 
of functions) as an extension, followed by contraction of some flat found in 
that extension. 
The direct sum G + H of geometries G(X) and H(Y) is the geometry on 
X@ Y whose flats are all sets A u B (formal disjoint union), where A is a 
flat in G, B is a flat in H. 
3. MODULAR FILTERS 
At stage 1 in the description of relative geometric position, we have a 
geometry G, a flat z in an extension R of G, and we observe that the flats of 
G “within which” the flat z lies form a modular filter in G (as defined 
below). Conversely, any modular filter in a geometry G may be represented 
by such an extension together with a flat z in that extension. It is a problem 
of considerable interest to determine, given a modular filter N, what 
possible ranks the added flat z may have. 
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Two flats x, y in a geometry G form a modular pair if and only if the 
modular equality 
1(x A y) + n(x v y) 6 A(x) + A(y). 
holds. For example, if two flats x, y both cover their infimum x A y in G, 
we call x, y a local pair and observe that it is a modular pair. A flat x is 
modzdar in G if and only if it forms a modular pair x, y with every flat y of 
G. The geometry G is modular if and only if all its flats are modular. A sub- 
set M of the set of flats of a geometry G is a modular filter in G if and only 
if M is an order filter: for all flats x, y of G, 
XEM and x<y imply YEM, 
which is closed under modular i&ma 
x, y a modular pair, x E M, y E M, implyx A REM. 
(This is equivalent to the apparently weaker condition that the order filter 
M be closed with respect to infima of local pairs.) 
An extension of a geometry G(S) by a geometry F(X) is a matroid 
R(Su X) which admits the inclusion maps 
as embeddings of G and F as subgeometries, 
G+R+F 
(see Fig. 2). In such an extension, let z be the flat XR spanned by the set X 
in R. If e: G--f R is the embedding of the lattice G in the lattice R (by 
R-closure), define 
E,(G -+ R) = {flats x E G; e(x) 2 z}. 
This is the set of G-flats “within which” the flat z is placed. 
For the instance, in Fig. 3, if the &point prism G is extended by a line m 
as in example (E), then S= (a, b, c, d, e, f}, X= {p, q], z=m, and 
EZ(G --f R) = {ace, bdf, abcdef}. 
In the five-point geometry G( (a, b, c, d, e}) in Fig. 1 is extended by 
addition of the point p, then X= (p}, z = p, and 
E,(G -+ R) = {ac, be, abcde}. 
%?b/44/2-6 
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THEOREM 1. Given a geometry G and a set M of jlats of G, there exists 
an extension e: G -+ R and a flat z E R such that 
M= {xEG;e(x)>z} 
if and only if M is a modular filter in G. 
Proof: An embedding e: G -+ R is supremum-preserving and cover- 
preserving, so for any flats w, x, y of G, 
4~) = 44w)), 
A(x v y) = A(e(x v y)) = A(e(x) v e(y)) 
and 
e(x A y) de(x) A e(y). 
If x, y is a modular pair, then 
l”(.e(X A y)) = n(x A y) = A(x) + l.(y) -2(x v y) 
=1(4x) + 44y)) - J-(4x) v e(y)) 
3 1(4x) * e(y)). 
Thus, e(x) A e(y) = e(x A y), so the embedding e: G + R preserves intima 
of modular pairs. 
Let M= {x E G; e(x) 3 z}. The subset M is an order filter because the 
embedding is order-preserving. If x, y is a modular pair of elements of M, 
then 
z <e(x) A e(y) =4x A Y), 
so x A y EM, and M is a modular filter. 
Conversely, given a modular filter M in a geometry G(S), there are 
two cases to consider. If M= G, use the identity embedding G + G and 
set X= {@}, z = 0 E G. Otherwise, M is a proper subset of G, and we 
construct a geometry R(Su {p}) on a set with one additional element p. 
Take as flats those subsets of S u {p> which are of one of the following 
three distinct types: 
(a) A u {p}, where A is a G-flat in the modular filter M, 
(b) A, where A is a G-flat not in M, 
(c) A u {p}, where A is a G-flat not in A4 and A is not covered in 
Lat(G) by any flat in M. 
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This one-element extension, defined in [4], admits the embedding G + R, 
and 
Any intersection of modular filters is a modular filter, so, in as much as a 
modular filter partially describes a relative position, there is a lattice of 
such partial descriptions. (This lattice is not necessarily geometric. See 
[4].) If we are content to place only one new element “within” a modular 
filter M, the extension G(S) -+ R(S u {p}) is uniquely determined. We 
conclude that: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The one-element extensions of a geometry G, ordered 
by containment of their respective modular filters in Lat(G), form a lattice. 
Each modular filter M in a geometry G can be realized by various exten- 
sions G + R together with certain flats z E R of various ranks. There is, 
however, a maximum possible rank n(z), called the degree of M, which we 
shall show is determined by the structure of the modular filter M itself, in 
G. We write d(M) to denote the degree of the modular filter M. 
The triangular prism in Fig. 3 has modular filters of degrees 0 through 4. 
For example, 
(abcdef} has degree 4, 
{ bde, abcdef > has degree 3, 
{ace, bde, abcdef} has degree 2, 
(cf, acf, bcf, cdef, abcdef) has degree 2, 
{cf, de, acf, bcf, ade, bde, cdef, abcdef} has degree 1. 
Even if we specify a modular filter M in a geometry G and the rank 1(z) 
of the representing flat, there may still be a number of possible choices for 
the extension G -+ R which is to contain the flat z. For instance, when we 
add a line z in the plane abed of the 6-point prism (Fig. 3), we may take the 
line z either coplanar with the line ef or skew to the line ef. In order to 
describe such phenomena in adequate detail, we turn at this second stage 
of our enquiry to consider quotients of a geometry, and their relationship to 
modular filters. 
4. QUOTIENTS 
Say a geometry G(S) is extended by a geometry F(X) to form a geometry 
R, so 
G+R+F 
a: G+R, b: F+R, 
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where ~1 and /I are embeddings of the geometries G, F in R. Using the unit 
flat m = 1, of F, we may construct a strong map from G onto the interval 
[/I(m), l] of R, and an associated quotient of G. (Informally, we refer to 
this construction as an extension of the geometry G by aflat m.) This strong 
map and its associated quotient provide considerable information about 
the position of the added flat m relative to the flats of the geometry G. 
Furthermore, the passage from a strong map (onto some geometry) to its 
associated quotient involves no loss of essential information. Indeed, by a 
theorem of Edmonds and Rota, as proved in a paper by Higgs [7], every 
strong map factors as an extension followed by a contraction. We thus 
know that every quotient may be represented by an extension followed by 
contraction with respect to an appropriate flat in that extension. 
In the paragraphs which follow, we show that relationship between 
quotients and modular filters (Theorem 2) and record a number of facts 
which we shall require for our subsequent discussion of quotient bundles. 
Let 
be a strong map from a geometry G to a geometry H. The a-nullity of a 
G-flat x, denoted n,(x), is delined to be the non-negative integer 
&.7(X) - AH(dX)). 
A G-flat x is said to be o-independent if n,(x) = 0, and is said to be a-closed 
if x is the greatest G-flat with given image in H. The set of CJ - closed G-flat, 
denoted Quo(a), is called the quotient of the strong map cr. The map 
X--,XH, which sends every G-flat x to the smallest H-flat which contains it, 
is a closure operator. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Given two geometries G and H on the same set S, the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) H is the quotient of a strong map with domain G. 
(ii) Every H-flat is a G-flat. 
(iii) The functions x + XH from G to H, induced by the identity 
function on S, is a strong map. 
Also, rf Q, c Q2 are quotients of equal rank in a geometry, they are equal. 
So, if G and H are geometries on the same set S satisfying any one of the 
conditions in the above proposition, we say that H is a quotient of the 
geometry G. The strong map from G to H, induced by the identity 
functions on S, we denote by G -+ H. 
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Composites of strong maps are also strong maps. If a geometry R is an 
extension of a geometry G by a flat y, then the composite strong map 
determines a quotient Quo(o). (Here R --+ R/y maps each flat x $ R to the 
flat x v y of R.) Conversely, by the factorization theorem mentioned above, 
for any quotient Q of a geometry G, there is an extension R of G by some 
geometry F (disjoint from G) such that 
Q = Quo( G -+ R + R/y), 
where y is the image in R of the unit flat 1, of F. We can extract infor- 
mation about the position of the flat y relative to the flats of G, as follows. 
Any G-flat x together with the added flat y of rank L(y) in R, span a flat of 
rank 
l(Y) + A&?(x). 
For instance, if the flat y is skew to a G-flat x, we will observe that 
A,(x) = L(x), 
so the rank of x is preserved under the strong map G + Q. At the other 
extreme, two special situation arise. First, the flat y contains a G-flat x if 
and only if 
/la(x) = 0. 
Secondly, if we let y be the image in R of the unit flat 1 of F, then for flats x 
with /z,(x) 3 L(y), we have a non-negative lower bound for &, 
&(x1 3 L-(x) -A(Y), 
which is achieved precisely for those flats x in the modular filter 
E,(G + R), flats x such that the image of x in R contains that flat y. 
In Fig. 3, example (C), the quotient corresponding to the extension is a 
four-point line with points ac, e, f, and bd. The information that the added 
line is coplanar with the line ac is provided by the computation 
1 = &(ac) < L(ac) = 2. 
In general, the rank 1,(x A y) is not determined by the quotient Q, but is 
subject to the inequality 
1,(x A Y 1 d A(x)- &J(Y 1. 
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Each extension of a geometry G by a flat m determines both a modular 
filter of G and a quotient of G. We now turn our attention to this connec- 
tion between modular filters and quotients, in order to shed some light on 
the matter of the degree of a modular filter. 
Given an extension R of a geometry G by a geometry F, and the flat 
z = FR, the image in R of the unit flat 1 of F, recall that by theorem 1, the 
set 
E,(e: G+R)= {xEG;e(x)>z) 
of G-flats “within which” the flat 1, is placed form a modular filter in G. 
These are precisely the G-flats x for which I(x) = I(e(x) v z), that is, 
A,(x) = L(x) - 3”(Z). 
This modular filter E,(G + R) may of course be empty (iff ;l(G) < i(R)). 
Otherwise, the flat 1, is added “within” the entire flat 1 of G, and the 
modular filter E,(G -+ R) is completely determined by the quotient Q. Since 
every quotient Q of G can be so represented [7] by an extension “within” 
l,, we may associate that (non-empty) modular filter directly with the 
quotient Q, and write 
M(G + Q) = {x E G; A(x) -A,(x) = A(G) - i(Q). 
We can say this more clearly if we define the degree of a quotient Q in G, 
deg Q = I(G) - I(Q), 
and define the Q-nullity n&x) (or n,,&x)) of a G-flat x by 
Q(X) = i(x) - /IQ(X). 
Then the modular filter M(G -+ Q) of the strong map G + Q is defined by 
the expression 
A number of subsequent theorems are easy to prove by computations of 
nullity, so we insert the following proposition, all of which follows directly 
from the fact that the function 
&J(x) = 4x1 -n&) 
is a Whitney rank function with respect to the variable x (see below). 
The notation no(A) also makes sense for any subset A E S in a geometry 
G(S), if we understand that 
n,(AG) = TlQ(A) = &&I) - A,(A). 
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PROPOSITION 4.2. If Q is a quotient of a geometry G, the function rig(x) 
is an order-preserving integer-valued unit-increase function, bounded below by 
no(O) = 0 and above by ne(l) = deg Q. The quotient Q is determined by its 
nullity function, because for any G-flats x, 
X,Q iff, for all flats y covering x, n&J = rig(x). 
The Q-closure of any G-flat x is the greatest flat y 2 x such that 
n&Y) - nQ(x) = 0) - 4x1. I 
Since the number deg Q is the greatest (G -+ Q)-nullity a G-flat may 
have, we speak of the modular filter M(G --f Q) as consisting of the G-flats 
of “full nullity.” Theorem 2 gives another representation-invariant descrip- 
tion of this modular filter. 
THEOREM 2. Zf Q is a quotient of degree k in a geometry G, the set 
M(G -+ (2) = {x E G; Q(X) = k} 
is the largest order filter of G contained in Q. 
Proof For any G-flat x in the modular filter M(G + Q) and for any flat 
y>x, n&y)= k, so no(y)-ng(x)<A(y)--A(X), and x is a Q-flat, by 
Proposition 4.2. 
For any G-flat w  $ M(G --+ Q), and in any maximal chain 
w=wo<wl< ... <w,=l 
of G-flats in the interval [w, 11, there will be a flat wi such that 
Then w,<w,+r <We, so wi $ Q and w  is not in any order filter of G con- 
tained in Q. 1’ 
We defined the degree deg M of a modular filter M as the greatest rank 
possible for any flat added “within” the flats in M. The previous theorem 
reveals that the degree of M is the greatest possible degree of any quotient 
Q for which: 
M is the largest order filter of G in Q, 
Note that any such quotient Q contains not only A4 but also all intersec- 
tions (in G) of flats in M. A quotient Q for which deg Q = deg M will 
include a set, minimal with M = M(G -+ Q), of additional G-flats. In this 
way, we reduce the problem of determining the degree of a modular filter 
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to a calculation within the geometric lattice G, thereby rendering 
unnecessary any reference (in the definition of degree) to the family of all 
extensions of G. The notion of degree of a modular filter in intrinsic to the 
geometry G. 
We include the following definition [S] for later reference. A Whitney 
rank functian on a geometric lattice Lat(G) (or simply “on G”) is an 
integer-valued function r on Lat(G) which is 
(i) normalized: r(0,) = 0. 
(ii) unit-increasing: if y covers x in G then 
r(y)-r(x)=Oor 1 
(iii) semimodular: r(x A y) + r(x v y) < r(x) + r(y) 
for any flats x, y in G. 
An integer-valued function r on G satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) is a 
Whitney rank function if it satisfies condition (iii) for local pairs: 
(iii) for all p airs x, y of flats which cover their inlimum x A y, 
r(x A y) + r(x v y) 6 r(x) + r(y). 
We wish to remind the reader of the (one-one, onto) correspondences [6] 
which connect 
(a) quotients Q of a geometry G 
(b) closure operators with exchange property on G, and 
(c) Whitney rank functions on G. 
Each quotient Q of G defines a Whitney rank function r(x) = i.a(x), and 
defines a closure 
which has the exchange property: for any elements p, q in S and for any flat 
x E G(S), 
p < .$ and p d mq” imply q d mpe. 
Conversely, if r is a Whitney rank function on G, the set 
(x~G;x<yimpliesr(x)<r(y)) 
is a quotient of G. If x -+ % is a closure with exchange property on G, then 
the set of closed (% = x) flats form the corresponding quotient. 
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Before closing this section, let’s look at an example of the lift construc- 
tion used by Higgs [7] to prove the representation theorem for strong 
maps. Although the lift construction is not explicitly used in the final sec- 
tion of this article, its use will provide us with excellent exalmples of strong 
maps, quotients, and modular filters. Let Q be a quotient of G. The lzyt of 
the quotient Q toward G, written 
L = Lift( G -+ Q), 
consists precisely of those flats x E G such that 
XEQ or nQ(x)=O, 
that is, the Q-flats together with all “(G -+ Q)-independent” flats of G. The 
lift L is a quotient of G; moreover l,(L) = n(Q) + 1 unless Q = G. 
Let F be any geometry of rank equal to the degree of Q. The set Q’ = 
{(x, 1); x E Q} is a quotient of the direct sum G @ F, of degree 2k. Let R be 
the kth lift of Q’ toward G 0 F. It is this quotient R which was used by 
Higgs to provide a representation of Q. 
EXAMPLE. The real (affine) Mobius geometry C (rank 4) is a quotient 
of degree 2 in the geometry AZ (rank 6) of quadratic varieties in the plane. 
The affine geometry AI (rank 3) is an elementary quotient (a quotient of 
nullity 1) of C. We obtain a new geometry L of rank 5 by lifting the 
Mobius geometry C toward the geometry Ai. We tabulate the flats of L as 
follows: 
rank 5: the entire plane; 
rank 4: (a) any circle, 
(b) any straight line, 
together with a point not on that line, 
(c) any four points not on any circle or straight line; 
rank 3: (a) any straight line, 
(b) three distinct non-collinear points; 
and 
rank k < 3: any k distinct points. 
The modular filters for the successive elementary quotients 
and 
M(Ai + L) = (1, all circles), 
M(L + C) = { 1, all circles}, 
M(C + A:) = (1, all straight lines j. 
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Combinatorially, we obtain the new geometry L by placing a new point q 
“within” every circle, and “within” the plane. Contraction by q in this 
extension yields a quotient isomorphic to L. There is, of course, a standard 
embedding of AZ in the dual of the projective space P: (rank 6) whereby 
each point p is mapped to the subspace of quadratic polynomials 
annihilated by evaluation at p. We could look within the dual of P: for a 
“real” point which will represent the modular filter M(A: -+ L). There is no 
such point to be found, because a two-dimensional space is required to 
annihilate all circles. Therefore we have good reason to believe that the 
geometry L is not representable over any field. 
5. QUOTIENT BUNDLES 
In this section, we aim for a complete intrinsic description of relative 
position. Let R be an extension of a geometry G by a geometry H, 
G-R-H. 
For each flat a E H the strong map 
G + R -+ R/a 
(R/a being an abbreviation for R modulo the image of a) determines a 
quotient Q(a) of G. This H-indexed family (Q(a)} of quotients of G 
satisfies properties (1) and (2) listed in Theorem 3, below, properties which 
define a quotient bundle. The main result in this article is Theorem 5, which 
states that every quotient bundle is the indexed family of quotients for a 
unique extension of G. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the afline plane A extended to the projective plane 
P by the addition of a line L “at infinity.” The quotient bundle on A 
includes 
Q(OJ = 4 Q(ld = {Izr, Lh 
and for each point dg L (that is, each direction d in the plane) an elemen- 
tary quotient Q(d) which consists of the empty set, the “pencil” of lines in 
the direction d, and the entire set 1,. 
EXAMPLE. The quotient bundle illustrated in Fig. 4 arises when we 
extend the triangular prism by adding a line m in the position shown in 
Fig. 3 (B). 
We set aside our previous assumption that extensions of a geometry G 
take place “within” the entire flat 1,. To do so, we must take into account 
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the indexing of quotients when we define associated modular filters. In any 
sequence Q(a) -+ Q(b) of quotients indexed by flats a6 b in H, we shall 
have the inequality 
deg Q(b) - deg Q(a) <l(a) - A(b). 
We define a modular filter M(a, b) by 
(*I 
M(a, b) = {x E Q(a); n Q(al+Q(bJ~) = W- WI. 
For a < b, and if equality holds in (*), M(a, b) is just the modular filter 
M(Q(a) -+ Q(b)). Otherwise, M(a, b) = @. Note that M(a, a) = Q(a). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. For any jlats a d b d c of H, 
Proof: Since 
M(a, c) = M(a, b) n M(b, c). 
and 
n~(a~ + Q(~)(X) f 0) - A(a) 
‘Q(b) - Q(C)(~) f A(c) - @I, 
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a flat x of Q(a) is in the modular filter M(a, c) if and only if both of these 
expression are equalities, that is, if and only if x is in both M(a, b) and 
Wb, cl. I 
THEOREM 3. If R is an extension of a geometry G by a geometry H, the 
family {Q(a); a E H} of quotients 
Q(a) = Quo(G + R -+ R/a) 
of G satisfies 
(1) Q(0) = G; and if a flat b covers a flat a in H, then either Q(a) = 
Q(b) or else Q(b) is an elementary quotient of Q(a). 
(2) For any flats a, b in H, 
M(a A b, a) n M(a A 6, b) = M(a A b, a v b). 
ProoJ Since G -+ R is one-one, Q(0) = Q(G -+ R) = G. If a flat b covers 
a flat a in the geometry H, then 
R/a + R/b 
is elementary, and 
Q(b) = Quo(G + R -+ R/a + R/b) 
either is an elementary quotient of Q(a) or is equal to Q(a). (The latter is 
the case if and only if 1, v a < 1, v b.) 
If c and d are flats in H, with c <d, and if x is a Q(c)-flat, then the 
following are equivalent: 
J-Q&)-&,j(x) = i(d) -n(c)> 
2(x v c) -A(c) - 1.(x v d) + A(d) = A(d) - A(c), 
2(x v c) = A(x v d), 
xvc=xvd. 
So for any flats a, b in H, 
M(a A b, a) n M(a A b, b) 
=(xEQ(aAb);xva=xv(ar\b)=xvb} 
={xeQ(aAb);xv(ar\b)=xv(avb)j 
=M(a A b, a v b). 1 
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We use these properties to define a quotient bundle. Specifically, we define 
an H-indexed bundle of quotients of a geometry G to be a family 
{Q(a); a E H} of quotients of G, satisfying conditions (I) and (2) of 
Theorem 3. Abbreviations such as an H-bundle on G are also appropriate. 
We shall prove that any quotient bundle determines a unique extension, 
but first we simplify condition (2). 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let {Q(a)} be a family of quotients of a geometry G, 
indexed by the flats of a geometry H, and satisfying condition (1) of 
Theorem 3. Then it is equivalent to assert that 
M(a A b, a) n M(a A b, b) = M(a A b, a v b) 
holds for 
(1) all pairs a, b, 
(2) all modular pairs a, b, 
(3) all local pairs a, b 
of H-flats. 
ProoJ: If a pair a, b of H-flats is not modular, then we select a minimal 
relative complement c <b of a in the interval [a A b, a v b]. Then a, c is a 
modular pair. Since 
M(a A b, a v b) G M(a A b, a), 
and 
M(a A b, a v b) c M(a A b, b) c M(a A b, c), 
and since a v b = a v c, a A b = a A c, the equality 
hf(a A C, a V C) = hf(i3 A C, a) f-‘M(a A C, C) 
for the modular pair a, c implies the equality 
M(a A b, a v b) = M(a A b, a) n M(a A b, c) = M(a A b, a) n M(a A b, b) 
for the arbitrary pair a, b. 
If a, b is a modular pair of H-flats, we assume that our condition holds 
for all local pairs, and proceed by induction on the length 
l(a) - ,?(a A b) = ,?(a v b) - i(b). 
Choose flats a’ and b’ such that a covers a’, b covers b’, and aI A b < a’ A b’. 
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Then a’, b' is a modular pair and a v b’, a’ v b is a local pair. Since, by 
Proposition 5.1, 
M(a A b, a v b) = M(a A b, a’ v b’) n M(a’ v b’, a v b), 
and a v b’, a’ v b is a local pair, we may write M(a A b, a v b) as the inter- 
section 
M(a A b, a’ v b’) n M(a’ v b’, a v b’) n M(a’ v b’, a’ v b) 
= M(a A b, a v b’) n M(a A b, a’ v b), 
again by Proposition 5.1. 
By the induction hypothesis, we may write M(a A b, a v b) as the inter- 
section 
M(a A b, a) n M(a A b, b’) n M( a A b, a’) n M(a A b, b) 
= M(a A b, a) n M(a A b, b), 
as required, because 
M(a A b, a) E M(a A b, a’) and M(a A b, b) s M(a A b, b’). 1 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Zf (Q(a)} IS an H-bundle on a geometry G, then for 
any modular pair a, b of H-j’lats, and for any G-flat x, 
*Q( ” a~b)(~)+‘Q,avb, tx) G AQ(a)(X) + iQ(b)(x)> 
that is, 
nQ(a A b) -Q(a)(X) G nQ(b) - Q(a v b)cX). 
Proof Assume that a, b is a local pair of flats in H. If the above 
inequality is not satisfied for some G-flat x, then by property (1) of 
bundles, 
AQ(a)(X) = ‘,(a v b)cX) = ‘Q(b)tx) 
and 
1 + 3bQ(,)(x) = AQ(a ,, ,,)cX). 
Therefore 
x E M(a A b, a) n M(a A b, b), 
x $ M(a A b, a v b), 
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in contradiction to (2). The unit decrease function a: -+ Jaca,(x) is thus 
locally semimodular. By the conventional argument [6], it is also 
semimodular. 1 
COROLLARY. If (Q(a)} . IS an H-bundle on a geometry G, then for any 
pair a, b of H-flats, 
deg Q(a) + deg Q(b) - deg Q(a A b) - deg e(a v  b) 
<%(a) + %(b) - %(a A b) - ,?(a v b). 
In particular, if a, b is a modular pair, then 
deg Q(a A b) - deg Q(a v b) 3 deg Q(a) + deg Q(b). 
ProoJ If a, b is a modular pair in H, set x = 1, in Proposition 5.3. The 
inequality holds because deg Q(a) = L,(l) - A,,,,(l). Otherwise, let c 6 a be 
a minimal relative complement of b in the interval [a A b, a v b]. The left 
side of the first inequality is bounded above by an amount 
deg Q(a) - deg Q(c) <A(a) - A(c) = A(a) + A(b) -&a A b) -- A(a v b). 1 
COROLLARY. If {Q(a)} is an H-bundle on a geometry G, then for any 
pair a, b of H-jlats, 
M(a A b, a) n Q(b) c M(b, a v b). 
Proof: Assume x is a Q(b)-flat in the modular filter M(a A b, a). Select 
a minimal relative complement c of a in the interval [a A b, a v b]. Then 
a,c is a modular pair with ar\c=ar\b and avc=avb. By 
Proposition 5.3., 
i(a)-4a A b)=nQ(. /, b)-Q(,)(X)dnQ(c),Q(a",)(x)bI(al v  b)-4c). 
Since A(a) - &a A b) = ,I(a v b) -n(c), we have in particular that 
nQ(c) + 'Aa v  b) (x) = A(a v b) - i,(c). 
Since x is a Q(b)-flat, x is also a Q(c)-flat, and we have x E M(c, a v b). 
Since M(c, a v b) c M(b, a v b), we have x E M(b, a v b), as required. 1 
COROLLARY. If {Q(a)> is an H-bundle on a geometry G, then for any 
pair a, b of H-flats, and for any G-jlats x, 
xEM(a A b, a) implies %Qcb) EM(b, a v b). 
The following theorem show how the rank function of an extension is 
determined by the associated quotient bundle. This proposition fulfills two 
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purposes. First, it suggests a construction which, given an arbitrary 
quotient bundle, will define an extension with that bundle. Second, it 
establishes the uniqueness of that construction. 
THEOREM 4. Any extension R(S u X) of a geometry G(S) by a geometry 
H(X) is a quotient of the direct sum G@ H. Assume that {Q(a)} is the 
quotient bundle for an extension R of G by H. Then for any pair (x, a) in 
GOH, 
AAx, a) = &,(x) + AH(a). 
ProoJ Given an extension R of G by H, with embeddings 
the function 
G+RtH, 
e: G+R, f: H-R 
CT: G@H-+R 
defined by 
takes points of GO H (which are of two types, (p, 0) and (0, q) for points 
p E G, q E H) to points in R, and preserves suprema. Thus CJ is a strong map 
from GO H into R. 
We see CJ is onto R, as follows. Any flat z in R is some subset, say A, 
of the union Su X. Since G and H are subgeometries, y = A n S and 
b = A n X are flats in G, H, respectively. We define 
a”(z) = (Y, b) 
and note that 0,’ is right adjoint to CJ in the Galois connection Q, ad, 
a(x, a) 6 z 0 (x, a) < d(z). 
Since &’ is one-one, the strong map c is onto. 
We now regard R as a quotient of the direct sum G @ H. The expression 
given above for LR(x, a) is valid because 
;lQc,,(x)=4e(x) v f(a))-4f(a))=A,(x, a)-A,(a). I 
In the next and in subsequent proofs, we shall employ the abbreviation 
L,(x) to denote Leca,(x). 
THEOREM 5. Each quotient bundle on a geometry G, indezced by the flats 
of a geometry H, is the bundle of a unique extension of G by H. 
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Prooj Given an H-bundle {Q( a ); a E H} on a geometry G, we define a 
function p on the direct sum GO H by 
p(x, a) = E,,(x) + A,(a). 
We shall prove that p is a Whitney rank function on G 0 H, so p = A, for 
some (unique) quotient R of GO H. Then we shall prove that R is an 
extension of G by H, with the given bundle {Q(a); a E H} as its quotient 
bundle. Since p = A, (see Theorem 4), the extension R is unique. 
We prove that p is A Whitney rank function, as follows. ~1 is normalized 
because 
m(0, 0) = A,(O) + A,(O) = 0. 
If a flat (y, b) covers a flat (x, a) in GO H then either 
y covers x in G, and b = a 
or else 
y =x, and b covers a in H. 
In the former situation, 
AY, a) -Ax, a) = UY) - AAx) = 0 or 1 
because 2, is a unit increase function. In the latter situation, 
p(x, b) - p(x, a) = A,(x) + A(b) - k,(x) - l(a) 
= I - (A,(x) - A,(x)) = 0 or 1 
because Q(b) is an elementary quotient of Q(a). Thus ,U is a unit-increase 
function on G @ H. 
Suppose (x, a) and (y, b) cover their inlimum (x A y, a A b) in G @ H. 
We must prove that 
,4x A y, a * b)+dx v y, a v b)d,4x7 a)+&, b). (*I 
There are four cases to consider. In the first case, 
x, y is a local pair in G, and a = b, 
and (*) holds because A, is a Whitney rank function on G. In the second 
case, 
x = y, and a = b is a local pair in H, 
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so (*) holds by Proposition 5.3. In the third case 
x covers y in G, b covers a in H, 
and in the fourth case, 
y covers x in G, a covers b in H, 
In cases three and four it suffices to prove 
PL(Y, 4 + Ax, b) G Ax, a) + PU(Y, b). 
which holds in case three because the elementary strong map Q(a) + Q(b) 
is cover-preserving, so 
&(x) -&l(Y) ~&3(x) -&i(Y). 
In case four, we have Q(b) -+ Q(a), so 
&3(Y) - AAX) G&(Y) -&(x). 
In any event, the function h is locally semimodular, therefore semimodular, 
and is a Whitney rank function on the direct sum G 0 H. 
Now we prove that the quotient R (with rank function A,=h) is an 
extension of G by H. The embeddings 
G-+G@H+-H 
e,: G+G@H, e2: H-+G@H 
defined by er(x) = (x, 0), e*(a) = (0, a), when composed with the strong 
map 
GOH-R 
yield strong maps 
elu: G-+R, e2u’: H-+ R. 
These strong maps are given on elements of the underlying sets by the 
inclusions SE S v X 3 X, because R was constructed as a quotient of 
G @ H. Since 
%,(x, 0) = A,(x) + i,(O) = J&(X) 
and 
AAO, a) = AJO) + J.,(a) = n,(a), 
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the strong maps e, c and e,a are rank-preserving, and are therefore embed- 
dings of G and H, respectively, as subgeometries of R. 
Finally, the quotient bundle of the extension R assigns to each flat a E H 
the quotient 
Quo(G -+ R -+ R/z), 
where z = (0, a)R. A flat x E G is in this quotient if and only if, for all G-flats 
Y >x, 
P(Y, a) > Ax, ah 
that is, 
Al(Y) > Ux). 
This occurs if and only if x E Q(a), so the extension R represents the given 
quotient bundle, and the proof is complete. 1 
We used the Whitney rank function construction chiefly to simplify the 
proof of Theorem 5. Our main interest lies, however, in characterizing the 
flats of the extension with a given quotient bundle. To this end, we have 
Theorem 6 and its corollary. 
THEOREM 6. Assume R is an extension of a geometry G by a geometry 
H, with quotient bundle {Q(a); a E H}. In the representation of R as a 
quotient of the direct sum GO H, we have 
(x, a)” = (Y, bh 
where y is the least jlat in Q(a) above x, and b is the greatest among those 
j7ats c E H with the property that y E M(a, c). 
Prooj Let y=3Qca). Since &(x)=&,(y), we know n,(x, a) = lLR(y, a). 
Define 
b = sup{c E H, c 3 a and y E M(a, c)}. 
By property (2) of quotient bundles, y E M(a, b), so 
UY I- UY I= Wd - W4 
Combining this with an equality proven just above, 
RR(y, b) = AR(Y, a) = AR@, a), 
so 
(x, alR 2 (Y, b). 
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Set 
(z, cl = (x, aY, so A,(z, c) =2,(x, a). 
If y<z then &(y)<&(z), so 
Ad, a) < A,&, a) d ;I&, c) = AR(x, a), 
which is impossible. If b CC, then 
h(Y) - Uy) < A(c) - It(a), 
so 
which is also impossible. Therefore (z, c) = (y, h). 1 
COROLLARY. Assume R is an extension of a geometry G by a geometry 
H, with quotient bundle {Q( a ; a E H) and representation GO H --f R as a ) 
quotient of the direct sum. A pair (x, a) in G @ H is an R-flat if and only ij” 
(1) xEQ(a), 
(2) x I$ M(a, b) for anyH-flat b 3 a. 
6. PROBLEM 
This paper has laid the groundwork for a theory of extensions of com- 
binatorial geometries. As a suggestion for further work in this direction, we 
pose the following basic problem [ 11. 
PROBLEM. Given a subset I of the set of flats in a geometry H, and a 
family{Q(a); a ~1) of quotients of a geometry G, indexed by that set of 
flats, under what conditions is the family {Q(a); a E Z} a partial bundle, in 
the sense that it can be completed to a bundle on G? 
For instance, let G consist of six points a,..., f in general position in the 
plane. Define 
Q(O) = G 
Q(P) = (0, ab, cd, 4 1) 
Q(s) = { 0, ab, cd, e, f, 11. 
We see that this family of quotients is not a partial bundle, as follows. First, 
M(0, l)= (1, ab, cd} 
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by property (2) of bundles. Second, 
M(O,l)={l,ab,cd,ef}nM(p,l) 
by Proposition 5.1. Thus M(p, 1) must contain 1, ab, cd, but not ef 
in the three-point line Q(p). This is not possible in a modular filter, so 
{Q(O), Q(p), Q(q)} is not a partial bundle. 
As a further example, let G be the six-point prism in Fig. 3, let H be a 
two-point line {p, q} and consider the partial bundle 
Q(p) = the plane geometry with two three-point lines ace, bdf, 
Q(q) = the plane geometry with one four-point line abed. 
This is a partial bundle, and can be completed to a bundle in several ways. 
(There are 10 choices for Q(lH), forming a semilattice in the weak order, as 
the reader may wish to verify.) 
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